
Water treatment 
and Biomimicry for 
the Blue Revolution



Hello!
WHY WE DO IT

Nuagua's mission is to accelerate the world's transition 
to sustainable and regenerative  food production. 
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The seafood industry is 
completely Fu*!ked Up

Impressively  destructive and 
inefficient 

Nevertheless, holds the biggest 
opportunities and returns
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Grower in the global south

Right Climate

(Lots of) land

(Cheap) workforce

Many needs

Corruption
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What they have

Access to technology

Advance engineering and 
R&D
Access to capital

Environmental rules 

Saying in the market 
pricing

Very low Efficiency

Environmental 
Pollution 

Antibiotics / toxicity

No accountability

Profits stay in very few 
hands, mainly traders

ResultWhat they don’t have



An imperialistic economy 
Based on extraction and short term profits. 
Very few winner and many losers.
Biggest losers poor people and nature
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Infinite Biomimicry Mindset. 
Invest instead of extract.
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European 
Knowledge

+
€€ at low%

Massive 
increase in 
Production 

& Quality

Great 
returns for 

all 

Waste 
becomes 
resource



Let’s talk about an specific client
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490 Ha shrimp production in 
Ecuador 🦐🦐🦐
5,880,000 m3 water volume

Survival rate: 50%

Shrimp density: 12.5 🦐/m3

Production: 0.15 kg🦐/m3

No treatment, no process 
control, wastewater goes to 
river
This are the good guys



What is possible
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Assuming 50% efficiency 
Very Conservative

28 new factories 
Without any new land or resources

29X production increase
That’s a lot of shrimps
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How?

Advance engineering with a biomimicry perspective 
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Requirements  for optimal production
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Sensors and process control. Water quality Dissolved oxygen



You can't manage what you can't measure.
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Optical system able to read and 
connect ANY sensor

Bridge the gap from Nothing to 
SCADA

Massive  decrease in sensors and 
controls costs

Own software

Our own invention



Optimal water treatment 
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Wastewater
Activated sludge

Treated water 



Waste into food. 
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Transforming the 
nutrients in the waste into 
a protein feed using 
bacteria and microalgae

Nitrogen kills the fish if 
not treated, but it is also 
the key to life. 

Biomass can be 
generated and give back 
as feed. 



I can't breathe.  Said the 🦐
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How to bring oxygen into the water?

Maximize contact area and 
Oxygen pressure

Saturation limits Don’t lose the bubbles 



Oxygen Cones
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Advance Nanobubbles 
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Engineering as a 
service

Partner up, create synergies
Welcome to the circular economy 
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Break the cycle. 
Bridge the North-south gap 

It gets paid by 
itself
Remove blockers to 
accelerate sales.

Recurrent revenue 
stream 
Leverage on low 
interest rates and 
knowledge 

Continuous 
improvement 
Towards a real IMTA

Technology Disneyland
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By becoming the engineering and R&D department, opens 
the door for more innovation and collaborations. 



Team Presentation
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Hector 
Vision Officer 

Water engineer, business 
developer and 
entrepreneur.

Connecting the dots to 
engineer a better world 

Mauricio
Master of technology

Water master and Ph.D in 
Biotechnology.

Genius and lateral thinker 
with a passion for 

biotechnology and 
solving hard problems

????
Operations and finance

Managing operations and 
finance  with style and 

precision. 



Wanna join us?

It will be a exciting, impactful and meaningful journey.
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Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at
info@nuagua.com
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